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Abstract: Smartphones are revolutionary mobile devices, can be found with almost every person of all age groups,
become an integral part of everyday life. Use of the smart mobile devices increases by leaps and bound with the growth
of location-based services (LBS). With the ease of availability of internet and GPS enabled mobile devices with high
accuracy and precision, location-based queries become very popular among mobile users on the road network. In this
paper we have intensively surveyed cutting-edge solutions approaches for types of spatial query, mainly, location-based
proximity queries (nearest neighbour queries, k-nearest neighbour queries, and range queries) on the real road network.
Keywords: Proximity query, Spatial road network, Location-based services, Range query, Nearest Neighbour query, k
Nearest Neighbour query.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are living in a new era of mobile information. In our everyday life, extensive use of smartphone-based mobile
applications to acquire information about the desired object of interest or points of interest (POI) is indispensable.
Depending on the location and context of the mobile device and mobile user, LBS provides requested information of
the users. Rapid popularity and growth in LBS become mainly due to the advancements in the field of mobile
information systems, mobile communication, portable mobile devices (smartphones, laptops, tablets etc.), wireless
internet connection and geo-positioning. LBS provide value-added information and entertainment services using realtime geo-data from a mobile device or smartphone through the mobile network. Location means spatial coordinates
<latitude, longitude>, i.e. geographical position on the earth. Mobile users often seeking information on shortest travel
routes, points-of-interest, turn-by-turn-navigation, traffic conditions, weather information, etc. using google maps.
Google Maps is arguably the most popular and widely used location-based app used for a route planner. Searching is
one of the fundamental problems of computer science. The conventional searching problem can be extended to search
for desired POIs in the road network. The majority of smartphone users use the Google Maps app to search for intended
POI around their current location and get turn by turn directions of destination places quickly. Social networking sites
like Facebook recently released their location-based services, geolocation and mobile marketing feature, known as
Facebook Places, to check into certain nearby locations via their mobile phones. Location-based feature enables
Facebook users to find friends who are in the proximity range of their current location. WhatsApp’s location-sharing
feature allows to locate/track a friend’s location. Ola, uber online cab booking apps offer to book cabs nearby your
location at the lowest fares.
LBS [22, 23] provide spatial information (value-added information and entertainment services) anywhere, anytime
depending on the current geo location of mobile users having GPS supported handy devices via the mobile network. A
set of spatial queries that retrieve location-specific information depending on the mobile user’s current location, i.e.
spatial coordinate (latitude, longitude) of the inquirer/requester is referred to as Location Based (or dependent) Spatial
Queries (LBSQ) [25]. Perhaps the most challenging task is to implement LBSQ on portable devices having limited
memory capacity. In LBS, searching for spatial objects of interest or points of interest (POIs) in respect of the user’s
current query location q is a very common task. A comprehensive pointer of research direction in LBS, a wonderful
survey paper has written by Ilarri et al. [24]. Unlike traditional queries (nonspatial/non location-related) like shortest
path queries, SQL queries on Database, etc. where query answers neither determined by location nor depend on
extraction of location information, a spatial query returns query result with respect to current spatial/geographic
location of the query issuer and the locations of spatial POI.
II. PROXIMITY QUERIES
Proximity mean how close one object is to another object. A proximity-based spatial query computes the results based
on the proximity (closeness) between the objects. One can say that Gurugram is in proximity to Delhi. Among the

location-based spatial proximity queries, the nearest neighbour queries, k-nearest neighbour queries
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and range queries are very common and well-studied computational problem, have been actively
re-searched in various LBS applications. Depending on the location of the two objects, i.e. location
of the user requests the query and the location of the POI, responses of location-based spatial
proximity queries vary. Focus on research in spatial proximity queries is to efficient pruning the
search space to prevent the exhaustive search on road networks. Examples of spatial proximity
queries include retrieve closest medicine store near to my current location, retrieve three closest
medicine stores near to my current location, retrieve all medicine store within 2km to my current
location, book the taxicab closest to a passenger’s current query location, etc.
RANGE QUERIES
Given a query location q on the road network and a pre-specified search radius distance range r > 0 as input, range
search or range query problem [26-29] is to pre-process a set P of objects of interest (POI) into a data structure so that
quickly find all POI’s (if any) on road networks within a maximum distance of r from the query location q, i.e. we have
to find all p’s for which d(q, p) <= r. For example, find hospitals within 2 km from my current location. In this
example, location information is implicitly specified.
PAST WORK
Theodoridis and Papadias [1] provided the topological relations meet and inside, direction relations east and northeast
and some distance relations, their retrieval schemes and implementations using spatial data structures like R-tree and Btree indexing schemes to support range queries. Analytical models are proposed to predict the expected cost of retrieval
of spatial relations and the analytical formulas provided for the performance estimation of R-trees and B-trees indexing
mechanisms to retrieve spatial relations. The spatial relations supported by the spatial query optimizers of database
systems can use proposed formulas as guidelines according to estimate the cost of spatial queries. An et al. [2]
introduced a novel set of five analysis techniques on spatial data to estimate the performance of range query. In query
optimization analysis is crucial. Two of these schemes can be used for both rectangular and point data sets and the rest
three can analyze point data sets. A density file data structure (histograms) is used as an supporting structure. The
density file contains adequate information. During the creation of index structure for a given query, a density file can be
constructed quickly. During a given query, the density file is looked up quickly, and acquire the required information.
They have shown that Cumulative Density (CD) method gives very precise results compared to previously proposed
analysis techniques. They have conducted extensive experiments with several rectangles and point data sets to evaluate
the performance of different schemes. Bae et al. [3] introduced the technique to process range queries on the spatial
web data using k-NN searches. Their aim was to find all POIs within a given rectangular region. Query region is
divided into subregions to minimize the number of k-NN searches. They have proposed the Quad Drill Down (QDD)
algorithm, a recursive approach, which uses the characteristics of the quad-tree and a greedy and incremental approach
called Dynamic Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (DCDT) algorithm to solve the range query problem using the
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT). They have conducted empirical experiments and compared the efficiency
of QDD and DCDT algorithms using both synthetic data sets and real GIS data sets. Stougiannis et al. [4] have
developed a new tool named ZOOM to visualize neuroscience data and to execute spatial range queries efficiently.
ZOOM is an interactive graphical user interface based on the execution strategy of (FLAT, a novel spatial index based
on B+ Tree, use to process spatial range queries) that ensure efficient query execution. In ZOOM tool they have
executed range queries for a small set of real neuroscience data, the query result is visualized. Sun et al. [5] introduced
a new spatial index for air, called Network Partition Index (NPI), efficiently process spatial kNN queries and spatial
range queries in road networks via wireless broadcast environment. ‘Air’ here mainly refers to the fact that indexes
broadcast via a wireless channel(s) are not physically stored/available within any storage. They are available only when
they are broadcast. Their idea was to partition the road network into smaller regions and construct the NPI index to
carry certain pre-computation data. To demonstrate the efficiency of NPI scheme, extensive experiments are conducted
and performance is evaluated to support kNN queries and range queries in real road network data sets.
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR QUERIES
Given a set P of spatial POI on the road network, in Nearest Neighbour (NN) queries (a. k. a. closest point problem)
[30-37], the task is to organize the set P into a data structure such that consequent queries asking for the closest spatial
object (POI) to a given query location q (on same road network) can be found quickly. For example, Amazon or
Flipkart often must find the closest warehouse locations to a customer location/query point q quickly. Finding nearby
POIs (facilities, e.g., filling stations, restaurants, ATMs, supermarkets/malls, etc) are among the most popular queries
issued on google maps in a road network. Consider the query “Retrieve closest filling station closest to my current
location”, this query retrieves the closest filling station based on the location of the query issuer. There is a similar
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application of locating the closest post office to a query user, Donald Knuth called it the post office search problem
[26].
PAST WORK
There are two very common existing approaches of finding nearest neighbour is: earlier one is an incremental approach
and modern one is an index-based pre-computing approach. In the case where the query POI is far from query location,
the incremental approach takes a long time to find closest POI, is impractical for large road network as starting from the
query location, it expands the search area slowly but is fast in the average case. The pre-computation based approach
uses spatial indices to prune large POIs. Yianilos [6] presented techniques for finding nearest neighbour from databases
under application-specific metrics. The author has introduced vp-tree (vantage point tree, in Euclidian space,
independent of the coordinate system) together with associated algorithms for construction and search processes.
Presented a pruning based recursive branch-and-bound tree search algorithm which describes search in a vp-tree.
Experiments on nearest neighbour search queries are performed on six different database images and a pair of database
images. Roussopoulos and Vincent [7] presented an efficient pruning/branch-and-bound based search algorithm to
locate the closest POI to a given query location for the R-trees, and then generalize it to finding the k closest POIs.
They have implemented their k-NN algorithm, presented the results of several experiments obtained on both real-world
and synthetic data sets to explain the performance and scalability of their method. Papadias et al. [8] presented the
comprehensive method in spatial network databases (SNDB) to process query faster. Proposed an adaptable
architecture for SNDB that integrates road network and Euclidean distance information. They have developed a
network expansion and a Euclidean restriction framework based on this architecture that efficiently prunes the search
space by taking benefit of connectivity and location. To improve the performance of spatial query execution we need
appropriate indexing scheme. They have indexed POI dataset using an R-tree (Multidimensional extension of B-tree for
indexing, combined most of the nice features of both B-trees and quadtrees). Proposed some new algorithms for the
basic spatial queries (nearest neighbours search, finding closest pairs, and range search). Introduced Incremental
Euclidean Restriction (IER) and Incremental Network Expansion (INE) methods, which also support kNN queries in
SNDB. Starting from a query location q, IER computes NN using Euclidean distance, afterward compute similar
network distances between nearest neighbour and query location. To find kNN, then incrementally finds the next
closest neighbours according to non-decreasing order of Euclidean distance and continue the process of locating one
neighbour whose Euclidean distance is greater than the recent k closest neighbour in terms of network distance. IER
utilize spatial pruning techniques, it prunes unpromising expansions of nodes by taking the Euclidean distance as a
bound. INE algorithm simply extends the Dijkstra’s algorithm by expanding search area by including adjacent nodes
incrementally from the query location until NN is found. INE overcome limitation of IER. In terms of average
performance INE has been found better than IER. IER and INE both are referred to ‘blind’ algorithms as they do not
prune unnecessary POIs efficiently. Similarly, proposed a Range Network Expansion (RNE) and a Range Euclidean
Restriction (RER) algorithm to process range queries in SNDB. Authors implemented their algorithms, experimentally
compared all algorithms with regard to I/O cost and CPU-time on both synthetic data sets and publicly available realworld spatial data sets. Sankaranarayanan et al. [9] introduced a new framework (SILC) for a spatial network to
represent the path and distance information between every pair of vertices compactly. SILC pre-calculates the shortest
distance and paths between all vertex pairs on a spatial road network using quadtree. SILC is appropriate for both
secondary and primary memory datasets. A variation of the Best First Search (BFS) technique is also proposed for a
spatial network to locate the closest neighbours to a query location. However, in a small region if there are large
numbers of POIs clustered, SILC is inefficient. Moreover, a large road network consumes more storage space and preprocessing overhead remains high, so, SILC is impractical. They also presented an experimental evaluation of their
technique by publicly available spatial road network datasets of sufficiently large size. Huang et al. [10] proposed an
interesting idea for computing k closest neighbour efficiently on spatial road networks, named the Islands method. An
island is a sub-network with edges and nodes situated within a certain radius distance away from a POI. The Islands
approach consists of precomputation and re-computation: precomputation is carried out inside islands, and recomputation is carried out in between islands. Proposed Islands method does not precompute the actual shortest paths
but finds the kNN along with their distances. The Islands approach uses a simple priority queue data structure and a
natural search algorithm. Experimental result of the comparison of query performance of Islands approaches to existing
techniques, mainly Network Voronoi Diagram based algorithm and Incremental Network Expansion algorithm shows
that the Islands approach perform better than the existing techniques. Hu et al. [11] introduced a new index-based
approach for network reduction on road networks for kNN search. Reduce the network into a set of tree-based
interconnected structures, termed Shortest Path with Inequality Edges (SPIE). For each SPIE, a faster nd (nearest
descendants) index is devised. kNN search algorithms on an SPIE avoid most of the costly network expansions by
following a predetermined tree path. Dickerson et al. [12] proved several new properties of Voronoi diagram on multitype nearest neighbour round-trip distance function defined in terms of triangle inequality for an undirected
geographical network. Used those lemmas to develop asymptotically better algorithms than previously known
algorithms (graph-theoretic Voronoi diagrams and geometric Voronoi diagrams). The round-trip distance function is
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defined as the minimum length tour distance visiting all three vertices from a single vertex to a pair of vertices and
ending at the starting vertex. Provided algorithms (a brute force and an improved brute force) to find the round-trip
distance function Voronoi diagram using the properties proved in their paper to prune the search space of the brute
force algorithm. Author further revised their prune and search-based algorithm and gave a Dynamic Variation of their
algorithm to minimize the shortest round-trip distance by further reduce the search space. Provided empirical analysis
for Multi-Type Round Trip Nearest Neighbour (MTRTNN) search and by doubling densities of various types of POIs
on road networks (Hospitals, ATMs, Fuel stations, Fire stations, Coffee houses, Restaurants or Grocery stores). They
have implemented their algorithms and ran experiments on real road networks. Lee et al. [13] presented a framework,
christened ROAD – an acronym of two modules, namely, Route Overlay and Association Directory, is very effective
pruning technique, and flexible to evaluate various kinds of LDSQs (such as nearest neighbour query and range query)
on road networks. As an extension of the idea of Dijkstra’s network expansion-based algorithm, a huge road network is
arranged as a hierarchy of locally connected sub-networks (named Rnets). A road network recursively partitions into
sub-networks and organizes them in a hierarchical manner, then pre-calculates the shortest distance paths within a subnetwork (termed shortcuts). A sub-network which do not contain a POI can be skipped. However, on large networks,
the performance of ROAD is poor. As ROAD partially captures global distance information, is called a ‘half-blind’
algorithm. Presented several useful properties of the Rnet hierarchy and construction of Rnet hierarchy. They have
conducted comprehensive empirical experiments to evaluate kNN search and range search on real world road network
to evaluate their proposed ROAD framework.
k NEAREST NEIGHBOUR QUERY
Given a set of POI on the road network, in k Nearest Neighbour (kNN) query [31, 38-40] the job is to find the specified
k closest POI by network distance from a given query location on the road network. Consider the query “Retrieve three
closest fuel stations near to my current location”, according to the current location of query issuer, this query retrieves
three nearest fuel stations.
PAST WORK
Kolahdouzan and Shahabi [14] first introduced the Voronoi-based Network Nearest Neighbour (VN3) method to
efficiently compute kNN queries in spatial network databases over the POIs. The large network is partitioned into
smaller and manageable regions, called Voronoi polygons, and then both within and across the regions pre-compute
some network distances. VN3 is a simple approach and easy to implement using simple data structures like lookup
tables and R-tree. Conducted extensive experimental evaluation with some real-world network data sets and
comparison result shown that VN3 perform better than INE. Safar [15] introduced a pre-processing based approach,
named Progressive Incremental Network Expansion (PINE) which pre-compute some network distances and the
network Voronoi polygons (NVP) to efficiently process kNN queries in spatial network databases. For large networks
with a small number of POIs PINE approach suites is more. Empirical experiments have conducted with real-world
network data sets, comparison shown that the PINE outperforms INE and VN 3 approaches, has better query response
time. Almeida and Guting [16] presented index structures-based storage schema to support efficient processing of kNN
queries in road network by slightly modifying Dijkstra’s algorithm. By experimental evaluation over the real road
network data set, they have shown that their proposed method is better than the INE and VN 3 approach. They have
compared their algorithm in respect of the number of disk accesses and I/O cost for each query. Sharifzadeh and
Shahabi [17] introduced an interesting index structure, termed VoR-tree (an R-tree is used to index the Voronoi
diagram, i.e. an R-tree of point data augmented with the point’s Voronoi diagram). VoR-tree concept has an advantage
from the best of both worlds (the hierarchical structure of R-trees and the neighbourhood exploration capability of
Voronoi diagrams). They proposed VoR tree-based efficient algorithm for kNN queries. They have evaluated the
performance of their algorithm through extensive experiments using three real-world datasets, the result shows that
VoR trees enable I/O-efficient processing of kNN. Bao et al. [18] proposed an efficient algorithm to process k-Range
Nearest Neighbour (kRNN) query in road networks. The redundant searching overhead in the existing solution has been
eliminated. They have used real road network data sets in their simulation-based experiment. According to experiment,
their approach always outperforms the existing solution in respect of query response time. Nutanong and Samet [19]
proposed a novel incremental algorithm to process kNN query, termed the Single Wavefront Heuristic search (SWH).
The focus of their algorithm design is to process spatial queries efficiently with regard to the in-memory processing
costs as well as access cost. The solution incrementally retrieves Euclidean NNs in reference to the query location q by
utilizing the best-first NN algorithm. Their algorithm is optimal in terms of the graph traversal cost (i.e. the number of
visited nodes). SWH search has compared with the LBC (Lower Bound Constraint) algorithm and INE. They have
evaluated performance using a real road network data sets and as per the experimental results, their proposed algorithm
outperforms existing LBC and INE. Abeywickrama et al. [20] investigated five state-of-the-art methods (INE, IER,
Distance Browsing, ROAD and G-tree) of the kNN query on road networks. INE and ROAD are expansion-based
methods, IER, Distance Browsing and G-tree are based on best-first search heuristic. They have tried for improvements
if applicable to these methods. The widespread use of map-based services in smartphones, in-memory query processing
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becomes challenging. They have suggested to pay careful attention while designing and implementing algorithms for
main memory. Presented efficient implementations in main memory and evaluated these five of the most notable
methods on real-world POIs. Abeywickrama and Cheema [21] introduced Landmarks-based approach to compute
tighter lower bounds for kNN search. Landmarks is a lower bounding technique. To improve kNN query performance,
Landmark Lower Bounds (LLBs) can be used. They have presented two Pre-Processing based techniques to efficiently
retrieve the kNN query on road networks using landmarks. One approach is to use a combination of Network Voronoi
Diagrams (NVDs) and landmarks and another is to use ordered object lists for every landmark. Proposed the
comparable kNN procedure to IER using LLBs and Incremental Lower Bound Restriction (ILBR).
III. CONCLUSION
In this survey, we have intensively investigated state-of-the-art approaches to solve most prominent spatial proximity
queries on real road networks. Earlier studies of such queries were impractical as they considered Euclidean distance
between the user’s query location and location of the query POIs on the road network. Actual road network distance is
the realistic measure of the distance between any two locations on the road network. Road network distance is the
shortest path distance between two locations on the road network. So, past algorithm’s output was inaccurate. We have
also studied empirical experiments conducted on the studied methods.
IV.

FUTURE WORK

Theodoridis and Papadias [1] identified that their analytical models can be applied on specific spatial relations such as
nearest-neighbour, can be applied for other spatial indexing methods like K-D-B trees (k-dimensional B-tree), Grid
files and their efficiency can be evaluated with respect to the specific spatial relations. An et al. [2] suggested that their
proposed schemes can be extended for more complicated spatial join queries, also can be merged with a spatial
database query optimizer. Bae et al. [3] suggested that their work can be extended the work to design algorithms when
the value of k is not fixed. Roussopoulos and Vincent [7] suggested further work on Dynamic NN and kNN queries.
Papadias et al. [8] suggested that can further work on continuous NN query, NN query for moving user, or Dynamic
NN queries. Sankaranarayanan et al. [9] suggested that one can reduce the storage requirements of their proposed
framework for efficient path retrievals. SILC may apply to moving objects. Huang et al. [10] suggested that the Island
approach still may take into account live traffic maps and road alerts, such as roadblocks, traffic conditions, bad
weather, fog, or flood and can be extended for dynamic road networks. Hu et al. [11] suggested that one can further
improve the performance of their proposed approach by redesigning the structures of SPIE. Dickerson et al. [12]
suggested that the time complexity can be further reduced by efficient pruning. Lee et al. [13] suggested that one can
devise algorithms to support location-based spatial queries other than range search and nearest neighbour search.
Kolahdouzan and Shahabi [14] suggested that their approach can be extended for continuous and group kNN. Safar
[15] suggested that one can address constraint kNN and group kNN by extending PINE. The categorized kNN query
can be defined as the POI data set can be partitioned into groups and the queries can be executed over any of these
groups or even over a set of these group. Almeida and Guting [16] had planned to extend their storage schema to
implement categorized k-nearest neighbour query. Nutanong and Samet [19] suggested using landmark method to
improve the efficiency of their search process. Abeywickrama et al. [20] suggested improving kNN search heuristics by
more efficient G-tree. Though their study is limited to in-memory query processing, can be extended on streaming and
external memory index structure. Apart from the above mentioned proximity queries, one can consider other proximity
queries like range NN query, range kNN query, incremental NN query, incremental kNN query, all NN query, all kNN
query, range-aggregate proximity queries, in-route NN query, in-route kNN query, group NN query, etc.
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